Automatic inspection of microdefects located in the aerospace components is difficult due to the imprecise scanning trajectory, especially for those specimens with varying thickness. In this paper, a new ultrasonic nondestructive testing (NDT) system using the robotic scanning trajectory is constructed for inspecting turbine blades. Additionally, an approach based on the analysis of ultrasonic signals is proposed to calibrate the trajectory; the ultrasonic image based on the threshold function represents the distribution of inner defects when the following gate is used to track the flaw echo. Therefore, the characteristic parameters of the flaw echo signals are easy to be discriminated if the reflection waves are stable in the time domain. Experimental result verified the effective and feasibility of the proposed approach; the distribution of inner defects can be shown with a higher resolution than other NDT methods when robotic orientation is correct at each point of scanning trajectory. Furthermore, the feature signals can be tracked more accurately during the ultrasonic signal processing if the ultrasonic distance was considered as a calibration coefficient of positional matrix. The proposed ultrasonic adaptive detection is adapted to complex geometric structure with a minimum resolution of equivalent diameter of the inner flaw being 0.15 millimeters.
Introduction
The nondestructive testing (NDT) result of aerospace components with varying thickness using traditional approach tended to underperform; sometimes the microdefects cannot to be correctly inspected, due to the imprecise scanning trajectory. In particular, when the ultrasonic incident angles cannot be kept constant as required, the beam axis of probe should be kept normal to the inspected surface; some unnecessary information may be considered by the ultrasonic C-scan imaging and the nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of specimen. Henceforth, the evaluation of integrity and metal fatigue obtained by the signal processing may be misleading. During the automatic inspection, it is necessary to reduce energy attenuation and stabilize the reflection echo so that a more accurate distribution of defects can be distinguished.
Although several methods for automatic inspection at high speeds are proposed and implemented in previous decades, the test results cannot display those microdefects in the specimen because the positional accuracy of probe exceeds the allowed error, especially for those small scale specimens that are sensitive to the errors. Therefore, only noncomplex shapes (plates, cylinders, or cones) can be inspected with a correct NDE result by those semiautomated inspection systems using both mobile and fixed robotic platforms [1] ; typically, specific machines such as linear manipulators are designed to inspect identically shaped specimen [2] . Some applications of robotic arms in the NDT field have been published during the last few years and there is a growing interest in using such automatic solutions with many manufacturers within the aerospace sector [3, 4] .
As an emerging technology to be used in the automatic ultrasonic NDT system, robotic scanning technology receives increasing attention due to its superiority in terms of high repeating accuracy, ease of operation, and accessibility in areas where manual manipulation is not practical [5, 6] . However, there are some key challenges in the industrial application of robotic NDT system. Firstly, specimens usually are designed identical and will have deviations from the geometric models of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) due to the manufacturing error; this presents a significant challenge for the NDT measurement deployment which should be 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering flexible to accommodate these manufacturing issues [7] [8] [9] . Secondly, if the probe/specimen are grasped by the robot manipulator, positional accuracy of robotic trajectory would be reduced due to the assembly error. Thus, the orientation of robot should be calibrated and the NDT system should be adaptive to the specimen with modified dimension [10] . Thirdly, due to the error of robotic trajectory, ultrasonic reflection echo may be unstable in the time domain. To eliminate the error and obtain the correct feature signals, the characteristic signals of defects should be captured by a following gate tracking the surface echo wave in real-time.
In this paper, a new calibration method, based on the analysis of ultrasonic signal, is proposed to obtain the correct position and orientation of the robot manipulator. Moreover, the mathematical model of coordinate conversion between the user frame where the probe is fixed and the robotic tool frame is established in Section 2; henceforth, the robotic trajectory can be planned and calibrated with the aid of parameter matrix, where the calibration coefficients are calculated according to the analysis of ultrasonic echo waves. In Section 3, the ultrasonic signal corresponding to the discrete point is collected by the A/D acquisition card, and the ultrasonic distance between the surface echo and the flaw echo in the time domain can be calculated and delivered to the positional matrix, which transform the orientation of robot to meet the requirements of NDT at each discrete point. Only when calibrated, the normal vector of discrete point coincides with the beam axis of probe so that the energy attenuation of reflection echo is limited [11, 12] . Additionally, the following gate is used to track the flaw echo so that a tolerance of incident angle is allowed, to a certain extent, and even the angle has a huge impact on the stability of the ultrasonic echo [13, 14] .
As a practical application, a turbine blade with varying thickness is detected by the proposed approach in Section 4 and the distribution of inner defects can be obtained according to the feature signals [15] [16] [17] . The feedback from the ultrasonic waves is delivered to the mathematical models so that the robotic orientation can be adjusted to maintain the normal vector of inspected surface that coincides with the beam axis of probe, if the spatial relationship between the specimen and probe is defined. Consequently, the integrity evaluation of blades can be obtained when the data is acquired correctly from experiments. Compared with other calibration approaches, the accuracy of robotic scanning trajectory is enhanced when the proposed ultrasonic adaptive detection is used.
Approaches to Robotic Trajectory Planning for NDT Applications
Although robotic scanning trajectory is similar to the tool path in the manufacturing process, the constraint for NDT application should be considered when the beam axis of probe determines the orientation of specimen at each discrete point. Considering that some geometric deviations of inspected surface existed in the experiments, it is necessary to calibrate the robotic trajectory for a high resolution of testing result; moreover, the point cloud data covering the inspected surface should be obtained to satisfy the needs of adaptive detection.
Trajectory Planning for Specimen.
With the aid of the CAD model of specimen and the simulation of tool path based on the computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) algorithm, the green discrete points cover the inspected surface, as shown in Figure 1 . Then, points can be extracted from the curved surface of model so that the robotic scanning trajectory can be estimated from those points according to the algorithm of matrix transform. Furthermore, with the aid of parameter matrix which transforms the positional data measured in the coordinate system of specimen to the equivalent data measured in the robotic coordinate systems, robot manipulator can identify the instructions and moves in sequence to perform the automatic inspection. When the feedback is collected from the ultrasonic waves, the ultrasonic distance between the surface echo and the flaw echo can be delivered to the parameter matrix as a calibration coefficient, as well as the ultrasonic distance between the probe and the surface in the time domain.
Matrix Transformation.
When the geometry information of discrete points is exported from the CAD model, the position and normal vector of single discrete point, located on the test surface, arrange in a row labeled as an array 0 [ , , , , , ]. In order to obtain the orientation and position of robot manipulator, matrix transformation is adopted when the specimen is grasped by the robot. Firstly, the mathematical models of coordinate conversion between the user frame and the robotic tool frame should be calculated based on the matrix transformation. Secondly, the calibration coefficients should be added to the parameter matrixes when the feedback is delivered. Then, the orientation of robot can be adjusted before the automatic inspection, the accuracy of robotic scanning trajectory can be guaranteed, and even some deviations existed in the test specimen when compared with the geometric information of the CAD models. Additionally, the beam axis of probe should be perpendicular to the inspected surface so that energy attenuation of ultrasonic wave is limited and the reflected waveform is steady.
Four coordinate systems consist in the robotic NDT system, the tool frame at the robotic terminate (reference to the coordinate system of specimen) { }, auxiliary coordinate system of discrete point { }, the world coordinate system of robot { }, and the user frame (usually defined as the coordinate system of probe) { } ( Figure 2 ). What is identified by the robot manipulator is the positional data measured in the tool frame or the world coordinate system, an interdeducible position relationship between them according to the robot kinematics. When the original positional data of discrete points from the CAD model is measured in the coordinate system of specimen, it is necessary to adjust the orientation of robot by the transform of the original position matrix. The STAUBLI TX90L robot manipulator is used in the experiments; the scanning motion of robot manipulator obeys the --Euler angles rule according to the robotic kinematics. To transform the positional data measured in { } to the equivalent data measured in { }, the mathematic model of coordinate conversion is investigated and the calibration coefficient is calculated based on the analysis of ultrasonic echo.
Supposing that the positional vector of discrete point, located on the test surface, has been obtained in { } labeled , it should rotate and move to the origin of { } located on the beam axis of the probe. The transform matrix can be decomposed into a rotation matrix that describes the orientation of { } with respect to { } and a displacement matrix ORG concluded through the following general formulation:
When the origin of { } at the discrete point is labeled
ORG relative to { }, the rotation matrix can be calculated according to the normal vector components ( , , ), and the tangent vector components ( , , ) are calculated by the numerical approximation of the adjacent two discrete points; thus, another vector ( , , ) can be obtained by the dot product between the normal vector and the tangent vector.
Since the beam axis of ultrasonic probe is considered as the orientation constraint of the normal vector of discrete point in { }, there will be some overlap between { } and { }; therefore, the transform matrix can be simplified to
When the specimen is grasped by the robot, the transform matrix describes the orientation of { } relative to { }, which can be calculated based on the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [18] [19] [20] . Considering that the robot manipulator has 6 degrees of freedom, the forward kinematics solution is solved and the rotation matrix is given by the following equation: 
Where the components of rotation matrix can be solved as follows: 
In order to be observed more clearly, some parameters are simplified as = cos ; = sin ; = cos ( + ) ; = sin ( + ) .
(6)
The equation of Euler angle is defined according to the robotic kinematics:
In the matrix (7), , , and are the Euler angles which indicate the change of orientation between the latter point and the former; the parameter such as cos and sin is abbreviated to and .
Substituting (2) into (7), the Euler angles of each point located on the robotic scanning trajectory can be calculated as follows: Henceforth, the transform matrix can be concluded by the solution of (8); the parameter labeled ( ORG , ORG , ORG , , , ) is obtained as required of the robot controller.
Calibration by the Ultrasonic Signals.
A constant ultrasonic entry angle is necessary during the automatic NDT of test object, and each discrete point of robotic trajectory requires a correct position and orientation. In this case, the energy attenuation of reflection echo is limited and stable ultrasonic waves are guaranteed. On the other hand, there are some deviations of robotic position and orientation existing in the test object due to the assembly errors, frictions, abrasions, and so on [21] [22] [23] . The spatial relationship between the robotic tool frame and the user frame should be estimated with the aid of coordinate conversion algorithm. Furthermore, several typical points can be tracked according to the ultrasonic signals in the time domain, and the signals can be analyzed to estimate the correct orientation and position of the specimen.
As shown in Figure 3 , the specified distance between the inspected surface and the probe is labeled ; if the robotic scanning trajectory deviated from the specified position, the actual distance labeled can be calculated according to the ultrasonic signals in the time domain. Moreover, the deflection angle can be estimated based on the signal analysis and delivered to the parameter matrix as a calibration coefficient. The system errors can be reduced if the deflection angle was compensated and the robotic orientation has been adjusted.
Supposing the deviation value between the specified distance and the actual distance is labeled Δ = − , the actual position of discrete point on the test surface and the components of deviation can be solved by the following general formulation:
When the specified robotic orientation and position have been obtained from the planned trajectory, the deviation, usually considered as an system error, should be taken into consideration by the parameter matrix; the changes of Euler angles are labeled as , , and , given by the transform matrix. 
The compensation of Euler angles can be calculated if the specified position ( , , ) and deviation value (Δ , Δ , Δ ) are obtained by the analysis of ultrasonic signals in the time domain, considering the transform matrix is an orthogonal matrix and the value of Euler angles should be changed on a small scale; the adjusted Euler angles , , and can be solved by the numerical iteration, assuming the deviation value is approaching zero.
Suppose that a function Φ( , , ) = ∑
=1 [ ( , , )]
2 is used to obtain the optimal solution of robotic orientation. During the iteration, the gradient of function is = ( Φ/ , Φ/ , Φ/ ) = ( ) , = ( ) , = ( ) ; if is assigned a valid value, there would exist a point Φ(
(1) , (1) , (1) ) smaller than the initial value Φ( (0) , (0) , (0) ). When it is approaching the specified point along the gradient vector, the limiting condition ‖ ‖ < decides the iteration cycle until a constraint is given to stop the iteration; otherwise, the solution should be iterated until the min >0 Φ(
) has been solved. Therefore, the function ( , , ) is the optimal solution approach to the correct robotic orientation.
The robotic orientation can be adjusted when the parameter matrix [ + Δ , + Δ , + Δ , + , + , + ] has been solved, and the coordinate of specimen can be identified by the robot manipulator if the typical points of robotic scanning trajectory have been calibrated. Meanwhile, the system error can be eliminated if the deviation values Δ , Δ , and Δ have been compensated by the robotic scanning trajectory. Figure 4 gives the point cloud data of planned trajectory for a turbine blade, the data is delivered to the robot controller, the spatial motion trail of the robot has been simulated in the MasterCAM, as shown in Figure 5 , and the discrete point data can be exported for constructing parameter matrix and transform the robotic orientation as planned to satisfy the NDT requirements.
Simulation and Analysis.
The robotic trajectory has been monitored and the positional data was exported real-time during the test, as well as the ultrasonic signals that offer the necessary information for calibration. Moreover, the detection image is shown to the inspector and the distribution of flaws can be displayed synchronously.
Ultrasonic Adaptive Detection with Signal Processing
The specimen is grasped by the robot manipulator and moves in sequence to pass the specified point, and the ultrasonic wave is excited at the same time so that the reflection echo of inspected object can be collected by the A/D acquisition card. Hence, the positional data and ultrasonic signals can be delivered to the industrial computer synchronously. Each point of robotic trajectory would be assigned an ultrasonic signal, which represents the integrity of specimen at the corresponding position; the detection process and components of ultrasonic NDT system can be described in Figure 6 . The ultrasonic distance , between the surface echo and bottom echo in the time domain, usually changes in the experiment due to the varying thickness of specimen, and even the robotic scanning trajectory has been calibrated. A following gate is used to track the flaw echo wave, which keeps a constant distance from the surface echo waves if the detection region is designated by the inspector. Therefore, a positional tolerance of flaw echo can be allowed to a certain extent during the autonomic NDT at high speeds, especially for those specimens with varying thickness that is challenge to collect the correct signals of flaw echo using the traditional methods. As shown in Figure 7 , the distance between the surface echo and the flaw echo can be calculated based on the ultrasonic signals in the time domain, and the feature signal of flaw echo can be captured if the ultrasonic wave is tracked by a following gate, as well as the thickness of specimen obtained from the distance between the surface echo and bottom echo.
When the robotic scanning trajectory has been calibrated, the position of surface echo in the time domain, which keeps a constant distance from the excitation source, is stable and offers a reference to the position of flaw echo in the time domain. Similarly, the wave crest of flaw echo can be tracked by a following gate, which is assigned before the experiments according to the inspection region.
As shown in Figure 8 , when the discrete point on the inspected surface kept a consistent distance from the probe, the reflection echo would be stable in the time domain, manifesting as the propagation time of reflection echo focus at 44.5 s or so. During the ultrasonic testing, the position of flaw echo may changes because the distribution of defects is diverse at different discrete point. Similarly, the amplitude of flaw echo changes in the experiment so that the character of integrity at different area can be estimated by the ultrasonic signals, and a grey value that transformed from the amplitude is assigned to the corresponding point. The position of flaw echo 1 in the time domain is earlier than the flaw echo 0 , representing that the location of defect is near the surface and the thickness of specimen is changed when the distance between the surface echo and bottom echo is shorter than the initial length.
The robotic scanning trajectory is continuous and covers the inspected surface so that the position accuracy is enough during the automatic inspection; the trajectory can be calibrated by the ultrasonic signals if the normal vector of typical point is aligned with the beam axis of probe; then, the relationship between the coordinate system of specimen and the robotic tool frame can be defined. Each discrete point of the robotic scanning trajectory corresponding to an ultrasonic signal, which is excited when the robot manipulator arrived at the specified point, and the multithreaded programming guarantee that the positional data and corresponding ultrasonic signal are matched correctly so that the inner defects can be distinguished from the ultrasonic C-scan imaging.
Experimental Results
A turbine blade is detected using the proposed approach adaptive to the specimens with varying thickness, and the feature signals of flaw echo can be discriminated more accurately; the resolution of inspection imaging would be enhanced due to the correct relationship between the discrete point and the ultrasonic signal, guaranteed by the ultrasonic NDT system. At the same time, the robotic scanning trajectory should be calibrated to keep the normal vector of test surface coincided with the beam axis of probe so that the ultrasonic signal is stable and easy to be tracked by the following gate. Figure 9 (a) gives the initial positional data, measured in the coordinate system of specimen, from the CAD model of test specimen. Considering that the experimental data should be transformed to be measured in the same system so that scanning trajectory can be observed and provided to the inspector for an evaluation, the trajectory should pass the identical point, which keeps a constant distant from the origin of probe, to stabilize the reflection echo. The robotic scanning motion is shown as in Figure 9 (b). Table 1 listed the ultrasonic distance between the probe and the test surface in the time domain; the ultrasonic wave is stable during the NDT application, which is necessary for the detection precision of experiment result. The peak value of reflection waves is labeled , focused on the region which in the time domain is 44 s or so. The minimum resolution of equivalent diameter of inner flaw can be calculated from the distance between the adjacent points on the robotic trajectory, which is 0.15 mm as required.
There are several reflection echoes obtained from the experiments, shown in Figure 10 . In comparison with the reflection echo wave 1, the amplitudes of reflection echo wave 2 and the flaw echo are changed due to the different position of discrete points on the test surface, as shown in Figure 10(a) ; similarly, the positions of bottom echoes are changed due to the varying thickness of specimen, as described by the surface echoes 1 and 2 and the reflection echeos 1 and 2. When the position and amplitude of ultrasonic signals are changed, the following gate should be used to track the region of interest; then, the character of defects can be evaluated if each discrete point has assigned an ultrasonic wave received by the A/D acquisition card.
The experiment demonstrates that the propagation time of surface echo is stable at different points in the time domain, about 44.5 s as shown in Figure 10(b) . If the ultrasonic distance between the probe and inspected surface is consistent, the robotic scanning trajectory has been calibrated. When the wave crest of flaw echo exceeds the threshold that represents the character of integrity in the detection region, the position in the time domain and peak value of flaw echo should be recorded synchronously and delivered to the computer; then, the distribution of flaw can be shown as the ultrasonic C-scan imaging, where each pixel has a grey value assigned according to the peak value of flaw echo.
Four embedded holes in the turbine blade are inspected; the diameters of holes are 2 mm, 1.5 mm, 1 mm, and 0.5 mm, respectively. If the position and orientation of robotic trajectory are inaccurate or inconsistent during the automatic detection, usually calibrated with the traditional measuring instrument such as a gauge, the character of inner defects may be mismatched; then, some image distortion would occur in the inspection image, as shown in Figure 11 (a), and some unnecessary information is recorded by the following gate so that the 0.5 mm hole cannot be identified from the ultrasonic imaging. Conversely, the distribution of inner flaws can be observed clearly if the trajectory has been adjusted by the proposed approach, as shown in Figure 11 (b). The artificial defects can be discriminated from other inspection regions according to the different grey value assigned according to the ultrasonic signals, shown as a colorful region to be distinguished easily.
Conclusions
In this study, a comprehensive study of ultrasonic adaptive detection for aerospace components is conducted, the complex geometric specimen with varying thickness can be automatically inspected more precisely if the trajectory is calibrated based on the analysis of ultrasonic echo. There is a far-reaching impact on the manufacturing industry and improving the security of key parts and components in the aeronautical system.
(1) A calibration approach of robotic scanning trajectory is proposed to enhance the detection precision when the position and orientation of specimen were correct at each discrete point as required.
(2) The mathematic model of coordinate conversion between the coordinate of specimen and the robotic tool frame is proposed to take the feedback from the ultrasonic distance into consideration; the experiment results demonstrating the calibrated trajectory have more accuracy than the planned trajectory.
(a) Ultrasonic C-scan imaging using traditional calibration (b) Ultrasonic C-scan imaging using proposed approach Figure 11 : The ultrasonic C-scan imaging of turbine blades.
(3) The ultrasonic waveform is stable and reliable in the time domain if the trajectory has been calibrated and meets the requirements of consistent incident angles and ultrasonic distance between the inspected surface and the probe.
(4) The flaw echo can be tracked by the following gate more convenient when the ultrasonic signals were acquired synchronously with the robotic positional data; then, the change value between the surface echo and flaw echo can be calculated according to the feature signals in the time domain.
(5) The imaging distortion is reduced in the ultrasonic C-scan imaging with the aid of correctly matching between the robotic scanning trajectory and the feature signal of flaw echo; the resolution of inspection result is enhanced due to the proposed calibration approach.
The ultrasonic adaptive detection with proposed calibration approach can improve the detection precision and provide an important reference to the inspector for an evaluation about the integrity of the specimen.
